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A Solution for 
Open Spaces

Simple to specify and quick to install, the Etarran panel 
system highlights smart design, durable materials, and 
features all of the essentials. From single workstations and 
touch down areas to multiperson hubs for collaboration or 
focus, Etarran’s flexibility and exceptional portfolio make it 
easy to create a space for any situation. 

Also shown 
Workstations: Xsede® Height Adjust
Storage: Footprint® Height Adjust
Work + Task Seating: Picado™
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Also shown 
Storage: EverySpace®
Work + Task Seating: Eager®   

Flexibility and Style

In addition to being specifically designed for easy 
specification and simple, quick installation, Etarran is focused 
on providing the necessities. From straightforward electrical 
components and effortless connectors to flexible storage 
configurations and multiple leg designs, this panel system 
sets the bar high and delivers.
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Also shown 
Benching: EverySpace® 
Work + Task Seating: Joya™ 
Ottoman: Joelle™

Create Spectacular Spaces

Etarran adds confidence and style to any work hub  
by offering just the right amount of design flexibility, 
welcoming comfort, and durable components. With a 
spectrum of surface material options and metal paint  
colors, Etarran has the functional features and aesthetic 
elements to outfit any floorplan with ease. 
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Accomplish it All 

With Etarran, create the right setup for any situation.  
From single person touch down stations and work  
spaces to areas that invite collaboration and interaction,  
utilize Etarran to define spaces for a variety of activities.

Versatile and Convenient

From open configurations to those that offer more privacy, 
Etarran’s flexible design accommodates all. Incorporate 
adjustable height worksurfaces and storage components  
to add more personalization. 

Thought Starters

Etarran’s flexibility makes it easy to design workstations that provide privacy.

Create reception stations that welcome guests and encourage collaboration. 

Inspire interaction while providing individual spaces.
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Enhance Your Experience 

Utilize Etarran’s comprehensive statement of line and  
built-in electrical capabilities to outfit open plan areas that 
make sense. Add stackers or storage units to design a highly 
functional and personalized space and utilize a variety 
of leg options to complement your style. Etarran allows 
you to create spaces for maximum functionality without 
compromising style.

Etarran’s frames are  
available in six widths and  
five base heights. They can be 
built up to 80" tall by adding  
a 12"H Stacker.

1 End Trim

2  Frameless Glass or 
Frosted Resin Stacker

3  Framed Glass or 
Frosted Resin Stacker

4  Fabric Stacker

5 Hi-Lo Trim

6 Hanging Metal Storage

7 Power Pole

8  Adjustable Height 
Bracket Support

9 Accessories Rail

10 Open Leg Panel Support

11 Power/Data Cover

12  Metal C-Leg

13  Frame Fabric Powered

14  Cantlever Bracket

15 Electrical

16 Worksurface Bracket

17 Non Power Frame

18  Frame Hinged Door
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L Connection T Connection X Connection Wall Connection

30"H 42"H 48"H 54"H 68"H 68"H +  
12"H Stacker

24"W 30"W 36"W 42"W 48"W 60"W
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